6th April 2016
Ms Katherine King
Examining Authority
The Planning Inspectorate
3/18 Eagle Wing
Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Bristol
BS1 6PN
Dear Ms King
Re: - Application by Western Power Distribution (South Wales) / The Brechfa Forest
Connection
Ref: BFC-AFP033
Brechfa Forest Connection Development Consent Order Application - Reference EN020016
BFC Vol 09.57 Applicants responses to Deadline 6 and 7 Submissions
BJP REFERENCE: BFC-OP0001
WPD
Introduction
The table below summarises the relevant
representations made at Deadline 6 and
Deadline 7. It includes the Applicant's response
to those representations.
The Applicant has invested significant resource
in seeking to resolve outstanding issues, as
encouraged to do so by the Examiner at the
hearings, and further, that the issues outstanding
are not reflective of the overall positive steps
that have been made in reaching agreement with
landowners.

BJP
Noted

The Inspector was insistent that the parties
attempted to resolve matters which has caused
discord between the parties.
A major LO concern has been the attempt by the
applicant to argue a full farm demise. This was
and remains a contentious issue to all BJP LO
clients. After HoT documents were issued on or
around the 11th November 2016, BJP quickly
attempted to understand LO concerns based on
the published HoT. The farm wide demise was
not fully understood or appreciated by BJP or
LO’s before early December.
After the December Public Enquiry, it became
apparent that there were a number of issues
which concerned LO’s. These comprised: 



LO’s did not appreciate the extent of the
applicant’s development as there had
been little engagement with LO’s post
stage 3 consultations [2 LO meetings
with BJP/ WPD]. T
LO
meetings
were
completely
unsatisfactory as Freedom had been
obviously restricted to a set script [Paul









Clough admitted it was difficult not to
go to sleep as he had heard the same
script time after time]. There was no
ability for BJP to question the HoT as
Freedom would not discuss the HoT
terms or deviate from the set script.
[This was part of the tick box
procedure which came to light during
the PINs process].
The extent of the control WPD wished
to exercise over the LO’s retained
property.
The ability for a LO to object to the
application in the event that HoT
documentation was signed vis-à-vis the
open nature of the HoT as originally
drafted.
Wording of the HoT significantly
different from the Land Owners Pack in
respect to Injurious Affection claims.
Survey Payments.
Tree cutting.
Non engagement pre/post stage 3
consultation
and
the
extensive
substitution of single poles for H poles
and line routing modification without
LO consent.

It became apparent to BJP when the full farm
demise was explained to LO’s that this became
an issue that LO’s wanted me to address with
WPD on their behalf. This concern was
addressed at a meeting held between BJP and
BK at the LO meeting in BJP Offices in
Carmarthen on the 9th December 2015 when
BJP meet Nick Buxton BK and stated
‘BJP confirmed the demise plan was not
acceptable. In most cases this included the
farmhouse, farm buildings and all land –
sometimes several hundred acres. The line to be
carved out and an appropriate working area
and access ways agreed. The existing plan was
unacceptable for many reasons including no
identified access corridors’
WPD eventually conceded the fundamental flaw
off the poorly drafted HoT on the 12 February
2016 NB stated
‘Your summary of what we intend by way of the
changes to the Easement Area is correct – we
aim to remove all fields that have no access or
easement requirements, but it is obviously best

to review the plans individually once prepared.
If this change leads to agreements then I think
this is for the best for all concerned, and I’m
pleased that we have been able to work
together to achieve this’.
LO’s then waited until the 11 March 2016 to
provide 2 illustrative copies of a modified HoT
which had ‘version control issues’.
HoT documents were posted to LO’s on the 24th
March 12 days before the Enquiry finished.
The timescales afforded to BJP to examine the
revised HoT before Inquiry closure are not
sufficient.
BJP would report to the Inspector that I will run
out of time before being able to provide a
substantive reply based on revised HoTs which
remain a work in progress.
BJP will be heavily criticised yet again by
WPD/BK for not addressing the HoT
documentation before Inquiry Closure; but I
would retort that BJP have waited nearly 7
weeks for revised HoT documentation to arrive
at LO addresses?
WPD/BK did not feel it appropriate or sensible
to liaise with BJP to draft the revised demise
plan based on say a trial run at one of my
retained client’s properties. If BK had agreed to
meet a specific LO on an arranged LO meeting
with BJP, I am positive the parties would have
been able to agree a workable demise plan. The
plan would have been based on working to all
WPD expectation on delivering a working
document including defined routing; but
including the LO expectation to restrict the
demise area and access routes to an area
reasonably required for the development. A
specific LO meeting would have helped the
parties to resolve this issue. Once the demise
plan had been agreed then specific concerns
would have been addressed. Such an approach
has been my professional expectation on road
schemes when the parties have met on site to
narrow down the differences between the
parties. This is a most reasonable and sensible
approach and the one that I know and have
previously worked to with suitable engagement
and transparency.

The purpose of this statement is to clarify that,
despite some issues remaining between the
Applicant and the parties making such
representations, good progress has been made
on reaching voluntary agreement with
landowners generally.

I can confirm that Dawn Reed who is computer
savvy has made progress in her attempt to reach
an agreement with WPD in respect to her
ongoing HoT engagement.

Dawn Reed has been in constant contact with
me when I was away last week and we are both
in agreement that a solution can be reached but
this will require a site meeting with WPD to
agree the access route across the retained
property to the easement strip. Mrs Reed
remains uncomfortable about the extent of the
easement area and wants a face to face
engagement to resolve all outstanding issues.
WPD inability to meet the LO does not satisfy
the LO and she expects a meeting with WPD to
agree the final demise area, route of access and
any other matters that arise in respect to a face
to face meeting including unresolved survey
payments, scaffolding and a broad discussion
about the qualities of a claim for injurious
affection.
The Applicant has invested significant resource
in seeking to resolve outstanding issues, as
encouraged to do so by the Examiner at the
hearings, and further, that the issues outstanding
are not reflective of the overall positive steps
that have been made in reaching agreement with
landowners.

BJP LO clients disagree.
In respect to BJP clients this statement makes
little sense. I am aware of the LO issues of Mrs
Rentmore and the Land Agent employed by Mrs
Rentmore. Mrs Rentmores Land Agent has had
to battle to get her representation heard. Many
LO’s are confused and upset by the approach
adopted by WPD. So obviously non engagement
is not only limited to BJP.
‘The Applicant has invested significant resource
in seeking to resolve outstanding issues’.
This statement does not reflect the reality. WPD
have picked who they wanted to meet. It
appears to BJP that WPD have only met the
LO’s with the most contentious issues at hand.
Other LO’s have been ignored. This is
disenfranchisement.
Of the 26 LO clients only 4 BJP clients have
ever had face to face meetings with Freedom.
Nick Buxton believes HOT discussions and
modifications and subsequent agreement can be
reached by remote correspondence. My
experience of build projects is not that
experienced by Mr Buxton.
My professional experience is that little

meaningful can be achieved if there are
contentious or difficult concepts to discuss.
My professional experience is that a great deal
can be achieved by face to face meetings around
the table, walking the land including the access
corridors and marking up plans and making use
of open dialogue and taking good notes to use
after the face to face meeting to draft/redraft the
agreement and build up trust and integrity
between the parties.
Policy
The Guidance1 provides that the Applicant
should be able to demonstrate to the satisfaction
of the Secretary of State that all reasonable
alternatives to compulsory acquisition
(including modifications to the scheme) have
been explored. The purpose of this note is to
update the Examining Authority as to the
significant progress made with landowners and
the very real efforts that the Applicant has made
in seeking to meet this requirement.

The applicant has failed to ably demonstrate to
the satisfaction in our professional view to the
Secretary of State that all reasonable alternatives
to
compulsory
acquisition
(including
modifications to the scheme) have been
explored. The demise plans have been modified
in accordance to proportionality but LO
meetings need to be rolled out and the parties
need to agree between them as I have explained
above.
The applicant has attempted to adopt an at arm’s
length negotiating stance and the process
adopted by WPD has essentially been a tick box
exercise with limited LO engagement.

Paragraph 19 of the Guidance accepts that the
high profile and potentially controversial nature
of major infrastructure projects means that they
can potentially generate significant opposition.
Paragraph 25 of the Guidance states that "Where
proposals would entail the compulsory
acquisition of many separate plots of land (such
as for long, linear schemes) it may not always
be practicable to acquire by agreement each plot
of land".

BJP LO clients all agreed that an underground
connection was preferable.
BJP explained to LO’s that the examination was
for an overhead line.
BJP LO clients have entered the process and via
their retained agent have requested HoT
modifications. Concessions have been made and
it is essential that LO meetings now take place
to agree a proportionate HoT document and
demise plan. Such requests are not
unreasonable.
All BJP clients will sign a suitably modified
HoT. Dawn Reed is currently working towards a
HoT document that will be fir for purpose and
suitable for signature once she has had a LO
meeting to run through the process and time
scales. None of what the LO requests is
unreasonable.

The Applicant considers that the remaining
representations relate to very specific
objections. The Applicant has had full regard to

BJP LO clients have all agreed to sign
appropriate HoTs once there has been full
engagement between the parties.

the Guidance in dealing with these
representations. Developments of this type will
be controversial and there will be objections. It
is not unexpected in the circumstances therefore
that the Applicant has been unable to resolve all
of the issues that have arisen and the Guidance
acknowledges this fact.

Specific LO concerns cannot be addressed until
a working knowledge of the demise is
understood. Reducing the demise area reduces
the specific concerns a LO will have as retained
land falls away.
Hence when LO meetings are completed [ and
the delay in LO meetings lies with WPD]
specific concerns including Dawn Reeds bees
can be addressed and resolved.
There are no LO ‘specific concerns’ that I am
aware of which will present a LO signing the
modified HoT. All it takes is WPD to walk the
revised demise area with the LO and retained
Agent, agree on the LO concerns and how these
can be addressed to a stage where the LO can
sign the HoT documentation. None of what BJP
suggest is unreasonable or unworkable.
The ball is truly in the court of WPD.

Paragraphs 27 & 28 of the Guidance urge
applicants to consider offering full access to
alternative dispute resolution techniques for
those with concerns about the compulsory
acquisition of land and that this should include a
suitably qualified independent third party. The
Applicant considered this part of the Guidance
and decided to appoint Bruton Knowles,
initially, to review the landowner engagement
with a view to assisting negotiations but in the
capacity as professional qualified third party to
oversee the process. Whilst this was the initial
reason behind appointing Bruton Knowles, after
the first hearings it was decided to instruct
Bruton Knowles to engage specifically with BJP
and Mr Jones as an additional resource to aid
negotiations.

Engagement with BK has been poor.
BK had been engaged before the first hearings
as Nick Buxton was at the Public Enquiry.
BK stated that the demise plan on the HoT
could not be modified.
If BK were appointed to act on an adhoc ADR
basis, why was there advice that the demise area
could not be changed in December 2015 and
remained the same advice until March 2016
nearly 4 months into the process.
BK should on being engaged informed WPD
that their requirements were not proportionate
for the compulsory acquisition of land. BK
agreed with BJP that the land interest was not
proportionate to the applicant’s requirements in
our December meeting.
The compulsory acquisition of land cannot be
agreed until there has been agreement between
the parties as to the extent of land requirements
for the scheme. BJP have argued the
requirement for proportionality to include
agreed access routes.
WPD have ignored this late into the process.

Update on landowner agreements

Twenty six landowners from whom Heads of BJP still await LO engagement including on
Terms are sought are represented by BJP.
farm/property meetings to discuss the demise
requirements and agreeing the access
requirements including accommodation works
essentially important as it the LO/BJP
understanding that the development will take
place during the autumn/winter months.

The Applicant has written to all landowners
where heads of terms have not been agreed at
Deadline 6 encouraging landowners to continue
to consider the Heads of Terms offer and the
incentive payments. A copy of the letters (one
for landowners represented by BJP and one for
other landowners) are appended to this note.
The reasons for the different forms of letter are
merely that Bruton Knowles are instructed to
engage with BJP and Freedom continues to
liaise with other landowners and their agents.

Noted.
Please note BJP professional concerns that the
applicant has attempted to give LO’s an opinion
of the importance of HoTs when the writer was
away on annual vacation.
I have already addressed this issue.

Despite some landowners not agreeing to Heads
of Terms, significant progress has been made
with non BJP clients in reaching agreement.
Landowner Engagement And Review
The Applicant has carefully considered the
comments made by the Examiner at the last
hearings in terms of reviewing its engagement
with landowners, particularly those present at
the hearings who made representations. In
addition to the responses in the table below to
those who have made representations at
Deadline 6 the Applicant would like to draw to
the attention of the Examiner the following:

This is not correct.
Many LOs made representation at the open floor
hearing on the 30th November through the
Inquiry and Deadline 3 – 17th December 2016.
Why have WPD restricted comments to
Deadline 6 representations when the same issues
remain outstanding from Deadline 3 to 5.
Many LO’s have made their representations
which remain valid at Deadline 6/7.
This fully demonstrates the inability of WPD to
fully grasp the objections which have been
placed on PINs and have been ignored by WPD.
LO’s have placed their representations on PINs
and it is up to WPD to demonstrate that they
have engaged to resolve these ‘specific’
concerns based on representations from 17th
December up to and through the process
including all representations made from the 17th
December 2015.
WPD have failed to respond to LO concerns and
need to conclude the process by drafting the
demise plan and meeting LO’s on site to discuss

specific issues which can be addressed based on
the revised HoT.

The Applicant instructed its consultant
hydrogeologist to undertake a site visit with Mr
and Mrs Rentmore to review their concerns
relating to their private water supply and the
potential for contamination. The Applicant's
conclusion is that there the development is
unlikely to impact upon this water supply and
there remains, following that meeting,
disagreement between professionals on this
matter. Further details are noted below. The
Applicant notes that the Examining Authority
has raised further queries on this matter which
will be dealt with at Deadline 8.

Mrs Rentmore and Mrs Medland have fully
engaged with WPD.
Both LO’s have specific concerns which have
not been addressed.
I am concerned that site specific notes are not
available in respect to Mrs Medland.
WPD were unwilling to allow BJP to represent
Mrs Medland but agreed to pay the fees of Mrs
Rentmores Land Agent. This is unfair especially
when there has been no recall to site notes.
WHERE ARE THE SITE NOTES?

The Applicant has engaged with Mrs Reader
and Mr and Mrs Davies and very carefully
considered their concerns relating to the impact
of the development on their land. A detailed
assessment of the issues has been undertaken
and shared with these parties and a report has
been submitted at Deadline 7. This concludes
that whilst a fundamental change to the scheme
is not justified, small changes may be able to be
made with the agreement of these parties that,
albeit that they are not in the Applicant's view
necessary to make the development acceptable,
will go some way to alleviating the local impact
of the development on these parties.

Engagement had initially been resisted by WPD
throughout the process post stage 3 until very
late on.
Both LO’s had fully engaged with WPD up until
stage 3. Post stage 3 engagement stopped. Both
parties were told by WPD that the LO interests
were confidential and could not be discussed
and so the line in effect could not be moved.
The parties by now were not speaking because
each blamed the other for the poor line
alignment post stage 3 consultation.
When Mrs Reader employed BJP in November
2015 it became apparent and abundantly clear
that there were no such confidential matters
which prevented discussions between Reader
and Davies in respect to line modifications. The
line modification subsequently agreed by the
parties in March 2016 are compatible and
advantageous to both LO’s.
In fact, Davies and Reader both agreed if Mrs
Reader had not employed BJP then WPD would
have continued the charade of confidentiality;
which would have prevented line realignment
desired by both parties.
What is evidentially clear is that when BJP got
the parties together [Davies/Reader] it was clear
that both LO’s requirements could be easily met

by line modifications. WPD simply did not want
to engage and modify the route and used the
pretext of confidentiality to prevent this process
occurring.

The Inspector had already called for sensitivity.
It was apparent that here there was no
confidentiality issues between Reader and
Davies. This was simply untrue.
WPD wished to deny LO reasonable requests
based on ‘confidentiality issues’; thus
continuing the insensitive approach the
Inspector highlighted in December 2015 and
which WPD ignored.
The insensitive approach has been
experience of BJP LO Clients to date.

the

If Davies/Reader have been provided on farm
engagement early on, then the line
modifications could have been achieved over a
year ago without the need for the LO and the
Agent to object via PINs.
The same process needs to take place with all
LO’s.

It is regrettable that significant progress has not
been made with BJP or Mr Jones' clients since
the hearings. As noted above, the Applicant
instructed Bruton Knowles to engage with BJP
following the first set of hearing but
unfortunately no Heads of Terms have been
agreed. The Applicant notes that a significant
amount of engagement has occurred between
BJP and Bruton Knowles as evidence by the
correspondence submitted to the Examination.
Unfortunately, this has not resulted in any
positive outcomes despite the significant
resources and engagement time dedicated by the
Applicant and its team.

Please refer to the engagement table provided at
Deadline 8.
BJP believe engagement has been superficial.
BJP have implored Nick Buxton to get his hands
dirty and meet LO’s to agree the demise plan
and catalogue modifications including micro
siting the line and agreeing accommodation
works.
I am afraid the majority of engagement as
before has come from BJP.
‘Unfortunately, this has not resulted in any
positive outcomes despite the significant
resources and engagement time dedicated by the
Applicant and its team’.
I can only accord my own experience in respect
to the above statement and would refer the
Inspector to the correspondence between the
parties and the inability of WPD/BK to get out
of their office and cone and speak to LO’s.

I am content for the Inspector to come to his
own conclusions in respect to this fairly
nebulous statement noted above. What
resources and what engagement time dedicated
by the Applicant and its team’???
Most if not all the correspondence coming from
BK has been nebulous and hazy gobbly goop
jargon that makes little sense.
I have asked for a revised demise plan and
meetings. Pure and simple. Surely this is not too
much to ask.

Summary
The Applicant has taken significant steps to
engage with landowners. Carmarthenshire
County Council and PINS have both concluded
that the level of pre-application engagement was
satisfactory, sufficient for the application to be
examined. Since submission the Applicant and
its agents have undertaken extensive
engagement with landowners and sought to
reach commercially acceptable negotiated terms
for interests in land to undertake the
development. A large number of landowners
have accepted terms. Suggestions that the
Applicant has not engaged, or not engaged in a
meaningful manner are simply not an accurate
reflection of the Applicant's sustained
engagement in a genuine attempt to reach
commercial agreements. It is of course
disappointing that not all parties have agreed
terms but the Applicant is prepared to and will
continue to engage with landowners and their
agents beyond the close of the examination.
Avril and Bryan Davies
Insufficient engagement and consideration of
representations
The Applicant has met with Mr and Mrs Davies
and considered further their representations.
Details are set out in the "Review of proposals
to re-align a section of OHL on land at Penwaun
and Llwyn Newydd" [REP7-016]. The
conclusions of that report provide potential for
mitigation subject to voluntary landowner
agreement.

‘The Applicant has taken significant steps to
engage with landowners’.
The Applicant has failed to take any significant
steps to engage with landowners.
BJP have only concluded 3 LO meetings. This
is unacceptable.
One further LO meeting was set up with WPD
but cancelled with no warning to the LO or BJP
and
with
no
forthcoming
apology.
Unacceptable.

Poles 153 & 154
Progress has at last been made and the parties
are investigating route alignment. This has been
welcomed by both Reader and Davies and a face
to face meeting has resulted in significant
progress between the parties.
BJP encourage this approach with other BJP LO
clients.

The LO will I believe receive a revised HoT
sometime soon so that the LO and BJP can

The Applicant notes the further response
received by e-mail on 4 April 2016 at 16:29
noting a preference for Option 3 in the report
and for the reasons set out in the document the
Applicant is content that it has arrived at a
design which best meets the project
requirements whilst minimising effects upon
landowners. Mr and Mrs Davies were consulted
throughout the non-statutory and statutory
consultation stages and their specific concerns
raised now were communicated to the Applicant
after the application was accepted for
examination

consider the modifications that are proposed to
the route alignment in agreement with the LO
and WPD.

Dawn Reed

Pole 116

Details of heads of terms and access are not
agreed.

Dawn Reed has made good progress.

Noted. The Applicant is in ongoing and
constructive discussions with Mrs Reed in
respect of Heads of Terms and is seeking to
build in operational flexibility to meet her
objectives in respect of access and land area.

A LO meeting is required with BK and the
engineer to agree the access route and agree the
easement area. The LO will not accept an
indicative access route. This is reasonable and a
site meeting and walking the preferred access
route will assist the parties to agree and
conclude the HoT.
Progress is being made between the parties to
resolve differences and get to a position in
which the HoT can be signed. This is good
progress.
Once again however the LO had requested a site
visit with all the parties present to agree all the
relevant issues before the HoT documentation
can be forwarded to our client’s solicitor for
final recommendation before the HoT
documentation is signed.

Diana & Kevin Reader
 Incorrect details in landowner
engagement table (boundary dispute).
 No detailed response following meeting
on site with WPD.
 Failure to comply with consultation
obligations throughout the application
process.

(boundary dispute).
No detailed response following meeting on site
with WPD.
Failure to comply with consultation obligations
throughout the application process.

Pole 155
Mrs Reader has confirmed that she will address
these points and I believe has already done so
before deadline midnight the 6th April 2016.
BJP would only add that it was with the benefit
of both parties wishing to meet and agree the
priority for the meeting in respect to route
alignment that a compromise was reached
between the parties.
The Inspector is I believe fully aware that this
consultation process would have been far better
suited to have taken place in 2014 or early 2015
before the route alignment was confirmed by

The reference to the boundary dispute does not
relate to Mr and Mrs Reader's land and it has
been explained that this entry referred to a letter
sent by their agent that included reference to
other clients of that agent to which this matter
referred.

WPD at stage 3.
The LO will I believe receive a revised HoT
sometime soon so that the LO and BJP can
consider the modifications that are proposed to
the route alignment in agreement with the LO
and WPD.

The Applicant has met with Mrs Reader and
considered further their representations. Details
are set out in the "Review of proposals to realign a section of OHL on land at Penwaun and
Llwyn Newydd" [REP7-016]. The conclusions
of that report provide potential for mitigation
subject to voluntary landowner agreement.
The Applicant notes the further response
received by e-mail on 4
April 2016 at 16:29 noting a preference for
Option 3 in the report and for the reasons set out
in the document the Applicant is content that it
has arrived at a design which best meets the
project requirements whilst minimising effects
upon landowners.
The Applicant considers that it has fully
complied with the consultation process. Further
details of engagement with Mrs Reader are
noted in the report above. The Applicant has
met with and engaged with Mrs Reader
throughout the non-statutory consultation stages
of the project.
P & EJ Morris & Sons
Conflicting comments during landowner
engagement
Below is the response to Mr P Morris summited
at DL6. 1) 08.03.2014 When Eirian and Nigel
Morris attended the meeting at the Ivy Bush, no
mention was made of surveys whatsoever.
Our records show that from the meeting
(Consultation Event) with Eirian and Peter, land
boundaries were confirmed together with
contact details and 2 days‟ notice for surveys
would be required. 03.04.2014
When we were visited at around 5.30pm,
milking time, the gentleman who visited said he
had been sent over by Mr. Ashley Jones of Ty
Llwyd Mawr to ask us about plots of
unregistered land and enquire as to whether they
were owned by us. A map showing the plots in
question was produced and the man left. The
visit lasted 10 minutes at the most and at no
time did a survey enter the conversation, neither
was access discussed or agreed to.

Poles 63-71
Peter Morris Submission for Deadline
Examination - Deadline 8 - 05-04-2016
Comments submitted for Deadline
Examination Deadline 6 - 17-03-2016
Written Representation Examination
Deadline 3 - 17-12-2015

8
&
6
&
-

Messrs Morris have expressed a desire to meet
WPD walk the current alignment and agree
micro siting as rolled out with Davies and
Reader.
Messrs Morris are adamant that their land was
crossed for survey purposes.
Messrs Davies do not understand how one set of
LO’s can be prioritised over another set of LO’s
with regard to pole locations.
The LO and the engineer need to walk the line
to discuss land drains. The LO has some wet

It is agreed we visited on that date to determine
a land boundary and our records show that
consent was provided for surveys.
2) 09.10.2014
A meeting between Eirian and Nigel Morris and
a visitor who told us he did not work for WPD
took place at the bungalow on the farm. During
the visit a request was made to move the line
East towards the hedge. We were told that under
no circumstances cold the line be moved but
that the positioning of the post could perhaps be
changed. We later learned that Jones, Ty Llwyd
Mawr were told that perhaps the position of the
line could be moved as requested by them.
A Freedom representative attended the farm to
conduct draft conceptual route alignment, a
request was made to move the line West of its
then positioning, A change request was
submitted to the project team and is WPD‟s
response is recorded within the submitted
landowner engagement table.
In addition to the above, we noticed that a two
day survey of wildlife and habitat which took
place here during the week ending 10th July
2015 has been omitted.
We are not aware of any Wildlife and Habitat
surveys that took place where we arranged
access in July 2015.

fields which need land drains. If WPD are
attempting to cross fields in the winter months,
then we need to discuss safeguarding from
compaction damage and damage to land drains.
Such requests are not unreasonable. Access to
poles 63, 64 and 70 need to be discussed in
particular, now we have a proper demise plan
which shows clear access routes as defined. I
understand from Mr Morris that the access
routes need to be agreed including boarding as
poles 63, 64 and 70 are located in two wet fields
with land drains. We would expect to have by
now had a site visit to examine the land drains
and find a solution to concerns over vulnerable
land drains especially as the work contemplated
if a DCO is granted are anticipated in the
autumn/winter months. LO’s would not be as
greatly
concerned
if
the
anticipated
development had been planned for periods of
occupation during the summer months’ subject
to claims for reasonable crop losses.
The demise plan and access routes need to be
discussed, including scaffolding on the
easement strip.
The LO & BJP have requested a site meeting.
LO requests are not unreasonable.
PS: Nick - Please provide a sensible response I
do not need gobbly goop jargon just your
application to agree a site inspection so we can
agree the routing and demise plan and pole
alignment.

Iwan Jones
Comments on the Heads of Terms negotiations
and attaches copies of correspondence with
Bruton Knowles
The Applicant has disclosed the significant
volume of correspondence with BJP. The latest
e-mail at Deadline 6 from Bruton Knowles is set
out below. The Applicant would add that at
Deadline 7 Mr Jones has disclosed a detailed
table setting out a summary of objections. These
objections follow previous comments made. The
Applicant would note however that Bruton
Knowles met with Iwan Jones on 7th December
2015 to discuss individual concerns of his
clients. At that meeting Mr Jones was unable to
raise any individual concerns and BJP and BK
used the meeting to discuss generic terms. The
Applicant considers that as professional

Iwan Jones Land Agent
Iwan Jones would confirm that when a meeting
took place at BJP Offices on the 9th December
2015 with BK only 2 landowner meetings had
taken place up to that date [ both LO meetings
concluded with Freedom took place on the 17th
November 2015 – both were unsatisfactory].
HoTs were received from Freedom on or around
the 8th November 2015.
BJP have already expressed reservations about
the slow delivery of HoT documentation.
BJP also expressed concerns about how the two
LO meetings conducted with Freedom were
handled. Please refer to previous BJP
correspondence in respect to the two LO
meetings held on the 17th November 2015.

representative Mr Jones is and has been fully
able to mark up heads of terms for his clients
and return these to BK for review.
Unfortunately Mr Jones's complaints have
instead been directed to PINS. The Applicant
will continue to seek agreement with Mr Jones
and his clients and will update the Examiner
further as progress is made.
From: Nick Buxton [mailto:
Nick.Buxton@brutonknowles.co.uk] Sent: 23
March 2016 17:12 To: Iwan Jones Cc: Brechfa
Forest Connection Subject: RE: Brechfa Forest
[BK-BK.FID371062]
Dear Iwan,
Thank you for your email.
I would like to confirm that I do not agree with
many elements of this correspondence and in
particular I do not accept the comments and
assertions laid out as bullet points within the
text of the email.
In your final paragraphs you question how I can
have engagement without meeting the
landowners. Notwithstanding the fact I have met
with some of your clients, they instruct you to
advise them in relation to the Heads of Terms
and it would be normal RICS protocol for you
to obtain feedback from your clients and
channel that to me as the agent acting on behalf
of WPD. If there are individual practical issues
that need to be reflected in the Heads of Terms
this can be dealt with on an individual basis. I
have yet to receive such practical detail from
you.
It is clear that in recent weeks we have not made
any meaningful progress on agreeing the terms.
As such I do not believe that we will make any
further progress by continuing this email trial.
As we have previously discussed I intend to
write to each of your clients, copying you in,
summarising my understanding of the situation
in relation to the terms in each case. I
understand that you are now away for two
weeks and would ask that you make contact
with each of your clients on your return to
discuss in detail their individual terms and
report back to me with their comments with a
view to reaching agreement where possible. As
you are aware WPD will also pay reasonable
legal fees in the conclusion of the terms into
binding contracts.
As I have mentioned before, there is a definitive
timeframe for reaching agreement and I do hope
that we can make substantive steps forward on
your return.
Regards

In the meeting between BK and BJP, Nick
Buxton was aware that BJP had only been to
two LO meetings – so to suggest that I would be
aware of all my LO client ‘specific concerns’ is
disingenuous and extremely misleading.
Nick Buxton has been to all the Public Meetings
and was aware of all LO objections on PINS
both generic and specific where LO’s had
previously written into PINs.
The PINS forum is available for all parties to
use and examine and to document their
objections/concerns.
LO generic/specific
concerns have not been fully addressed. The
majority of LO objections/concerns have still
not been dealt with by WPD although the
demise plans are a work in progress I am happy
to confirm this point. Dawn Reed is a perfect
example of this. Now that LO’s have received
the revised HoT provides the appropriate
opportunity to discuss ‘specific’ LO concerns
which have emerged as a proper plan has
emerged out of the process. I will refer to these
comments elsewhere.
In the meeting with Nick Buxton of BK he
acknowledged quite openly the failures of the
draft Hot and the process up to that point.
Mr Buxton now states that: ‘I would like to confirm that I do not agree with
many elements of this correspondence and in
particular I do not accept the comments and
assertions laid out as bullet points within the
text of the email’.
In the meeting on the 9th December 2015 [copy
of the minute notes attached] BK admitted
mistakes had been made by WPD and that WPD
had never undertaken a PINS procedure before.
BJP asked and continues to ask why it was
acceptable that landowners should lose out
because of the mistakes WPD continue to make.
This remains the case. When I emailed a copy of
the minute notes to Mr Buxton on the 11th
November 2015 the response was:
You replied on the 11th December 2015: I am very surprised by your email. I have only
written to you, so how can this prejudice
anything. All I intended by my letter was to
summarise the salient points of our meeting and

Nick Buxton Associate

the actions we agreed. I consider my letter to be
an accurate record of that. I do not recall you
ever mentioning ‘without prejudice’ at our
meeting, but I don’t believe that I have
prejudiced anything either.
For the record I do not concur with your
meeting notes, and observe that you took few, if
any, notes during our meeting.
I look forward to receiving your schedule of
clients concerns, where upon, as promised WPD
will respond to these.
I have raised the three clauses that we discussed
with my client and we are due to meet next week
to consider in more detail. I will get back to you
once a decision on these is reached.
I believe that I have acted in good faith and in
the spirit of our meeting. I remain very
surprised by your email, but will continue with
the actions I believe we agreed
Mr Buxton confirmed in the meeting that he had
been drafted in because BJP had expressed
serious reservations about the professional
qualifications of Freedom, in particular; their
capacity to deal with IA.
In the meeting Nick Buxton fully understood
my concerns about the demise area being
disproportionate to the applicant’s development
needs and that the DCO process would need to
drill into this particular LO concern.
If a fully qualified RICS Practicing Surveyor
with extensive knowledge of these procedures
[far greater than my own experience] can grasp
the concerns expressed by BJP in respect to the
rational of proportionality, why did he not
recommend the changes to the HoT
documentation following the meeting at my
offices in early December.
Why did it take until the Issue Specific Hearing
on the 11th of February 2016 before WPD
acknowledged they were procedurally incorrect
in their attempt to acquire a full farm demise? If
Mr Buxton had been brought on board to engage
with BJP why did he not address this with WPD
and modify the development plans sooner.
Could it be that Legal Counsel after the specific
hearings advised WPD that their scheme would

potentially not acquire a DCO if WPD
continued to argue a full farm demise and
retained rights over the whole of a LO’s
property. WPD need to answer this

Mr Buxton also states,
‘Notwithstanding the fact I have met with some
of your clients, they instruct you to advise them
in relation to the Heads of Terms and it would
be normal RICS protocol for you to obtain
feedback from your clients and channel that to
me as the agent acting on behalf of WPD’.
In respect to the above statement Mr Buxton has
respectfully only been out to see 2 of my clients
with me in one joint meeting [ Reader/Davies
Poles 153,154 & 155]. The meeting was
structured and I believe that there was a positive
outcome of the meeting because it was so
structured between the LO and the applicant.
The only other meeting Mr Buxton has had with
a BJP client is with Mrs Medland. This meeting
BJP were not invited to attend. The meeting was
not appropriately structured and resulted in Mr
Buxton still being unable to modify the land
interest plan. I fully accept the need to engage
and consult with WPD but these can only take
place when documentation is fit for purpose and
an agreed schedule between the parties in
respect to LO meetings between the parties
where agreement can be reached. As a Surveyor
I see little point in discussing this scheme or any
scheme with a LO until a proper set of plans are
made available to the Surveyor.
The RICS protocol statement made by WPD is
complete nonsense. Until I receive a document
fit for purpose there is little I can do to advise
LO’s. I am now for the first time going through
each and every LO HoT delivered to my offices
on the Saturday 26th March 2016.
My deadline is 5.00pm today This gives me
with respect little professional time to run
through site specific issues which have arisen

through no fault of BJP. I have been waiting for
these plans since early February 2016.
I have explained to Mr Buxton ad nauseam that
LO concerns would and do naturally flow from
LO meetings with a PROPER set of plans
identifying access routes, walking the route of
the development proposed, discussing the access
requirements and other concerns including
accommodation works that would flow from
such a meeting and writing the notes and
agreeing the notes and modifying the HoT if
further modifications were required. Such an
action is not unreasonable and to suggest that
BJP have not taken their responsibilities in a
proper and professional manner is frankly
offensive and quite disappointing to read.
To suggest I would recommend my client sign a
property wide demise without a proper set of
plans and an agreed schedule of works is quite
frankly shocking. A face to face meeting would
encourage the parties to take appropriate notes
and any ongoing disagreement could be dealt in
future correspondence and telephone calls.
Whilst other Land Agents may have allowed
their clients to sign property wide HoT
documents does not mean that BJP have to
follow the same route. Quite frankly a property
wide demise is not appropriate or proportionate
for the development and it has only been in the
last fortnight that plans have filtered through
which still remain a work in progress as testified
by Dawn Reed [Pole 116].
It is my professional opinion that face to face
meetings are productive and allow both Land
Agents to fully understand and be sensitive to a
LO’s concerns. Such ‘sensitivity’ cannot be felt
being sat behind a desk 100 miles away.
PLEASE NOW ARRANGE FOR PROPER
FACE TO FACE LO MEETINGS.
I would agree with Nick Buxton that there has
been no meaningful progress to date. The
Inspector will come to his own conclusions on
this.
My professional experience remains that if you
are not prepared to get out of the office meet the
LO, understand their concerns, walk the farm
and the proposed development area, then you

will always struggle to obtain an agreement.
This is what PINs is all about. Engagement and
transparency with documents fit for purpose.
In any process as sensitive as this, it is
imperative that the applicant is sensitive to the
LO needs. A standalone approach based on little
meaningful engagement and a tick box
mentality will always struggle especially if the
applicant’s requirements are not proportionate
and the applicant fails to correctly engage.
BJP and LO clients still remain receptive to
individual LO meetings but for complete
transparency and for the Inspector to fully
understand and appreciate it is not unreasonable
that WPD now agree to pay my reasonable
professional fees to conclude these meetings.
We wrote to Mr Hubbold previously referring to
e mails we were unable to establish existed [e
mails of the 23/07/2015, 24/07/2015 or
19/06/2015] but we have received no response
from WPD or BK on these issues.
Leslie and Pearl Birch

No Pole – Access Route Only
Demise plan and access agreements over a
residential small holding.
Meeting to discuss accommodation works are
required as my client only has a small acreage
for their livestock.

Mr & Mrs Medland

No Pole – Access Route Only

Comments on heads of terms and private water
supply.

Mrs Medland has written independently and her
very serious concerns are far from addressed.

The comments on heads of terms are noted. The
Applicant considers that amendments can be
made to accommodate Mr & Mrs Medland's
primary concerns relating to restrictions on the
use of land subject to the need to use the access
land for construction and maintenance.
In terms of mitigation for the protection of water
sources the Applicant provides the following
response which it has submitted in respect of
Mrs Rentmore's PWS within document
Vol.09.58 Applicant‟s response to Procedural
Decision 30 March 2016.

When I am told that no one from Nick Buxton
to the hydrologist took any notes at the meeting
indicates to me a very unprofessional attitude to
a serious concern. This has been picked up by
Mr and Mrs Rentmores retained land agent.
Mrs Medland told me that Mr Buxton and the
hydrologist wanted a cosy round the table when
they came to see her at the meeting - but that
Mrs Medland refused to let them into the
property until they had walked to the PWS and
around the property boundary.
I am disappointed with Mr Buxton on being told

In line with the CEMP (REP4-026), the
proposed mitigation put forward by the
applicant of placing the poles 171 172 and 173
in concrete sleeves mitigates the risk of leaching
of preservative from the poles and severs the
linkage between the source and the receptor. In
line with the CMS (APP125, 126) and, due to
the sensitive nature of the ground conditions, the
predominant form of access envisaged is that of
vehicles with low bearing pressure tyres or with
rubber tracks. In addition the access tracks to be
installed to access the pole locations are
temporary in nature and have been purposely
specified to allow natural infiltration to occur
and therefore will not interrupt natural
infiltration or groundwater flows. It should also
be noted that there are no proposals for welfare
facilities to discharge into the PWS catchment
and any welfare facilities will be self-contained.
All other relevant mitigation proposed through
the CEMP will be applicable to ensure the PWS
is not impacted by the works.
Arrangements for dealing with spills, leaks and
unplanned emissions, unplanned damage to the
environment and other environmental incidents
is detailed in the Pollution Prevention and
Emergency Response Plan (which is an
appendix to the CEMP).
An Environmental Incident Response Team,
reporting to the Site Manager, shall be trained
by the contractors to deal with pollution
incidents in conjunction with other safetyrelated incidents as required.
An Emergency Contact List shall be displayed
on site notice boards and on fuel bowsers.
All plant shall be checked for leaks of fuel and
lubricants before being allowed onto the
working area.
A suitable quantity of pollution control
equipment, e.g. spill kits containing absorbent
pads, absorbent granules etc. will be kept in the
stores for use in the event of an emergency. The
Environmental Manager shall ensure that
adequate pollution control equipment is
maintained and carried by the work crews.
Environmental Manager shall carry out daily
visual inspections of all watercourses, drainage
outfalls and pumping activities, particularly
during periods of inclement weather.
Prior to the commencement of works the
applicant has agreed with Carmarthenshire
County Council that it will sample the quality of
the water supply at properties occupied by Mr
and Mrs Rentmore and Mrs Medland. This will
provide the Council with an understanding of

the boundary plan was wrong still failed to
address this concern.
The latest HoT which is inappropriate for a
number of reasons still has a neighbour’s
property included in my client’s hereditament.
This is most concerning and extremely
unprofessional.
I have placed a plan on PINS which clearly
points out the boundary between my client and
her neighbour.
PLEASE AMEND THE PLAN SO THAT
THE CORRECT LAND INTERESTS ARE
AT LEAST PROVIDED TO THE
INSPECTOR.
IN ORDER TO ASSIST WPD/BK PLEASE
REFER TO PINS – AND TO MAKE YOUR
LIFE EASIER I HAVE ALSO ATTACHED
THE PLAN I PROVIDED EARLIER
AFTER MY SITE VISIT TO MRS
MEDLAND WHERE I LISTENED TO HER
VERY SERIOUS CONCERNS, TOOK
APPROPRIATE NOTES, WALKED HER
PROPERTY AND HER PWS, PROVIDED
THE APPROPRIATE LAND BOUNDARY
PLAN THAT WPD/BK AND FREEDOM
SEEM UNWILLING OR UNABLE TO DO.
YOU ARE ASKING THE INSPECTOR
FOR A RIGHT TO ENTER A PROPERTY
INTEREST SO PLEASE AT LEAST GET
THE BOUNDARY PLAN RIGHT AS WPD
ARE REQUESTING POWERS FOR
COMPULSORY ACQUISITION.
I have read what WPD plan to do but the
Landowner has serious reservations and whilst
the mitigation measures sound reasonable they
have been taken from a standardised document
and do not address the LO’s real concerns.
How can WPD seriously say they have
addressed LO concerns when they have no field
notes to produce.
Please request WPD provide all field notes
taken
on
the
various
visits
to
Medland/Rentmore. WPD have previously
stated they cannot produce this evidence.

current water quality prior to works
commencing. Following works, the Council
will again sample the water quality to enable a
comparison to be made. Subsequently, both
properties will be included within the Council‟s
established PWS sampling regime.

Mr & Mrs Eagle

Eagle [Pole 127,128]

Eagle

Please refer to PINS.
Extensive correspondence sent onto PINS
concerning the Landowners very real concerns.

No Statement. Why?
Please refer to R and PB Eagle Comments & Written Submission Submitted
For Deadline 4 & Written Submission For
Deadline 3.
Why do Landowners write into PINS – so that
you will appreciate their concerns. Why have
WPD/BK totally ignored LO concerns and not
responded to these with a site visit.
Do I need to copy all Landowner submissions to
WPD/BK?
I had assumed WPD/BK were reading PINS too.
If WPD/BK had requested that I forward all
Landowner concerns to you then I would have
done this.
WPD/BK requested that this be a two-way
process.
WPD/BK have requested engagement from me.
O believe I have fully engaged in the process. I
asked for engagement from you which included
not just paying my proper professional fees
which you have agreed elsewhere but more
importantly getting in your car and coming done
to West Wales and meeting and ‘properly’
engaging with LO’, listening to their concerns,
writing those concerns down on a piece of paper
for future referral and meeting LO’s reasonable
requests within the reasoned limits of the
applicants proposed development.

Pole 1

Huw & Sarah Walters

Please explain the 10-meter indicative access to
a field running contiguous to my clients retained
property.
My client will require a LO meeting to discuss
this development.
Forgive me but the LO or myself were not
aware of this access point through our client’s
property to an adjoining property owner.
Why has this access requirement never been
explained to the LO or the retained agent
before? Please confirm why this right is now
being requested.
Please confirm the mitigation works in respect
to land compaction and controls on TB. My
client has a successful Pedigree Holstein Dairy
Herd and this will be of concern to the LO and
his family. Mitigation in respect to the control
of TB is required. I note mitigation for JK and
other notifiable weeds but there appears to be no
mitigation for TB and the potential spread of TB
to livestock.
Please confirm what mitigation WPD intends
for |in respect to TB control measures.
This is a perfect example of requesting a proper
and detailed plan before advising a LO to rush
into signing HoT documentation.
Please Nick arrange a LO meeting to discuss
this new access requirement which extends to
over 10 meters in width and which I nor the LO
was aware of.
The LO reasonably needs to understand the
purpose of this access strip and the extent
required.

Unfortunately, I have run out of time and am aware of the final deadline for submissions.

Regards IAR Jones
BJP

17/02/2016 Ref: BFC-AFP113 Your ref: ENO20016
Dear Mr Broderick,
I have received a letter from Mr Nick Buxton dated 12th February. In it he has confirmed that
arrangements will be made by Western Power Distribution to have our water tested and monitored.
If results prove that the poles have affected our water supply WPD and the environmental health
officer will work with us to rectify the situation. I am pleased about this.
On the question of access through our property when I wrote on 19th January I asked WPD to
confirm that they only needed access to pole 169 because that was what Mr Buxton and Jocelyn
Honeywood had both told me on separate occasions over the phone. Mr Buxton told me verbally
quite clearly before the hearing last Wednesday morning, 10th February, that the construction site
could be accessed from each end, and pole 169 accessed via a gap in the hedge from pole 168 so
that the access through our property would not be needed, except after the construction phase for
maintenance via a land rover and then on foot. In his letter he now says access could be through the
hedge from pole 168, or via a track (which has a stony surface,) leading from below pole 170 to the
gateway of the field where pole 169 is situated, or via our property, but only using land rover size
vehicles. There is no mention of how many of these vehicles there will be or trailers behind these
vehicles, but he has mentioned vehicles with trailers before. So I now feel that we are back to the
beginning of the negotiation again and that what he has not said is more important than what he
has said. For instance are they planning to supply the entire route with materials via our property?
I only want to know exactly what is planned, therefore I will put forward what I would like included
in the key terms sheet.
•

•

An UNDERTAKING from WPD that there will be access via a specified roadway through our
yard area. This will be the same width as the straight lengths of the unclassified Llwynwalter
Road, with a slightly wider area on the bend into Llwyn Teg land. This will be for ingress and
egress only in a landrover sized vehicle to pole 169 only. I would like the area shown on the
WPD map to be narrowed to a road width as described above.
There will be no parking or storage of materials on our yard area because our neighbours
have an identical right to pass through on the same area, and we often have animals here
that need loading and unloading in the yard.

I have been to see Mr Jones today in his office and he has kindly redrafted the map for me. Revisions
include: •

•

The map of our water supply sent to me by Mr Buxton (enclosed) still includes part of Mr
and Mrs Rentmore’s property. I would like this taken off ASAP as I instructed Mr Buxton
when he visited here to see the water supply the correct land boundary between us and our
neighbour. I also said the same thing at stage 3 consultation and I was told the map would
be changed to reflect the correct land boundary. Mr Jones has marked out the correct
boundary to my property. I trust WPD will now effect the changes. The corrugated iron
barns belong to a third party – THEY DO NOT BELONG TO ME.
The map does not show my springs (except the one that we did not look at as it is only in use
in the summer and is not affected by the scheme). These have now been drawn in by us

•
•
•

today - and I want the map to be accurate otherwise mistakes will be made. There is no
‘area of concern’ around pole 170. Please amend the plan.
There is no indication that it was agreed on site that pole 171 would be moved 5 metres
downhill away from the spring. Please amend the plan.
There is no indication that it was also agreed that pole 170 would be moved 5 metres uphill
away from the other spring. Please amend the plan.
I would like this agreement to be recorded so that the poles are not sited incorrectly.

I am trying to save WPD from making expensive errors and causing us trauma through having no
water.
I have consistently tried to engage with WPD to this end. It does not seem that WPD are taking much
notice of what I say and this does not inspire confidence in them. In fact, I am beginning to feel that
they are bordering on incompetent and I would have expected more effective consultation and
negotiation to have taken place. All of this could have been concluded months ago in my opinion,
and saved me a great deal of time and frustration.
It has only taken Mr Jones one afternoon of his time to fully reflect and change the plan to reflect my
land interest and properly record the water features that affect my property and the water supply of
my son and other neighbours who rely on this very important water source. Please amend the plan.

Thank you for your attention,
Pauline Medland (Mrs)

E Mail Only - 9th December 2015
Dear Nick
Meeting Notes - Meeting scheduled between Bruton Knowles and BJP on Monday the
7th December 2015 - Held On An Assumed Without Prejudice Basis Agreed By The
Parties At The Start Of The Meeting
Open Correspondence
1. Phone call just before 9.00am to note that BK would be late as stuck on M4. Meeting
commenced at circa 11.00 am. BJP stated at the start of the meeting that the meeting
was to be held on a without prejudice basis. Both parties agreed that we would discuss
in the meeting matters that which were both generic and specific to BJP clients include
HoTs and that all discussions would be on a without prejudice basis. The parties
accepted this in good faith. BK asked BJP what were the specific and generic issues
that were concerning BJP clients. It was initially agreed that we would discuss generic
concerns.
Generic
a) Undergrounding – both parties accepted this would be put to one side as this was
not what the Inspector was perusing in the Enquiry and that this specific point was
between landowners and WPD and that our meeting would be specific to the points
concerns landowners both generic and procedural.
b) BJP requested that BK determine why there had been late changes on the route
from single poles to H poles and wanted a full break down of the change in respect
to the number of pole changes and the percentage of changes before and after the
scheme. BJP mentioned Stirling but it was pointed out by BK that BJP were
confusing Stirling/Eagles.
c) BJP accepted the mistake but asked why single poles on a long straight on Eagles
land had been replaced with H poles with significantly more tree cutting. BK noted
this and land owner concerns regarding pole substitution and confirmed that this
would be investigated and BK would come back as soon as possible with this
information for BJP client to examine.
d) BK admitted mistakes had been made by WPD but that WPD had not undertaken a
PINS CP before. BJP asked why it was acceptable that landowners should lose out
because of WPD mistakes.
e) BK discussed in general terms the mechanism as to how injurious affection was
assessed on a before and after basis. BJP noted and thanked BK for the explanation.
f) BK suggested that there was no diminution in value for 11kV lines. BJP stated that
whilst he accepted that diminution in value of 11kV lines may less than a 132kV
line this did not necessarily rule out IA.
g) BJP gave an example of two farms [identical], one with an 11kV line running
through the middle and one without an 11kV line running through the middle and
on what basis would a farmer wish to purchase if both farms were the marketed. It
was agreed that in this scenario theoretically that it would be the farm without poles
which would be the farm that would be more desired hence, injurious affection.

h) BJP accepted that IA on a 11kV line would be more difficult to assess and
questioned whether Lands Tribunal was the appropriate action and that most 11kV
lines were put up in agreement with the landowner so no need for Lands Tribunal
as there was an agreement between the parties.
i) BJP and BK both agreed that both parties were not aware of a new 11kV line that
had been submitted to Lands Tribunal.
j) BJP did not accept there was no IA for 132Kv Lines. BJP stated that Osbourne
Clark were wrong in what they had said, that there was no IA for 132Kv line. BK
accepted that OC were wrong and accepted that IA attached to 132Kv lines.
k) BJP wanted to know what payments would landowners get if they had no option
but to go down the CPO route because of defective HoTs. BK stated they would
check and come back to BJP.
l) BK suggested that BJP forward IA claims but stated that these would be parked and
looked at the appropriate time. BJP did not agree with this and referred to the
landowner’s pack. BK still wanted to assess IA after the scheme. BJP had taken
client instruction and had been instructed to negotiate IA pre scheme. BJP told BK
that BJP clients wanted to get on with their lives and did not want to spend years in
Tribunal if WPD did not accept IA as strongly voiced by OC.
m) In respect to sitting tenants, BJP advised that on a 2 year FBT that if a tenant tried
to gain payments on renewal date it would be unlikely he/she would get succession
but that if there was extensive tracking damage this would be fair compensation to
the FBT tenant as this was reasonable. In respect to a AHA Tenant this would need
to be treated with more sensitivity as BJP has one client who were good friends
with the landlord. If the tenant didn’t want to seek any capital payment this would
be respected by BJP.
n) BK stated that if they had been employed from the start, the problems evident and
associated with the scheme would never have occurred.
HoT Documentation
o) BK accepted the HOT document was confusing and had been poorly drafted.
p) BK suggested that BJP redraft the HoT.
q) BJP were surprised at this comment as BJP had always thought that the HoT could
not be modified. BJP suggested that the HoTs were not fit for purpose and should
be replaced with a more appropriate document.
r) BJP confirmed if they had known that they would be able to modify the HoT
document they would have done this much earlier and saved a lot of time. BJP
stated that at both Freedom land owner meetings that BJP had been present at; on
both occasions there had been no mention of HoT modification although BJP
expressed concerns about IA, positive covenants being added to the HoT and from
BJP clients being stopped from objecting to the process if HoTs were signed. BK
again accepted there had been poor engagement and confusion caused by Freedom
and poor drafting by OC.
s) BK accepted the HOT document was confusing and suggested that part of the
problem had been the poor procedure adopted by Freedom in engaging with
landowners which had caused this significant confusion and dissatisfaction to date.
BK again suggested that if BJP were not happy with the HOT as it stood that they

should redraft and make amendments. BJP confirmed that they had not been made
aware of this capacity as there had been poor engagement between Freedom and
BJP and their retained clients and that reasonably BJP had assumed that the
document could not be modified.
BJP confirmed the confusion vis a vis:
•

The surveys had been very poorly executed and that pole numbers now did not
reflect the HOT document with additional poles being added without landowner
consent. This was extremely confusing to landowners and left a sense of
distrust in the process.

•

As the HOT document did not reflect the actual pole numbers, how was it
possible for BJP to recommend that their clients sign the HOT document. BK
noted and advised that revised plans would be provided to BJP clients ASAP.

•

BJP voiced concerns regarding the clause facilitating an increase/decrease in
apparatus on the line. This was not acceptable to BJP clients and the increase
would need to be struck out as this was now ‘apparently’ a negotiation and this
clause did not sit comfortably with BJP clients.

•

BJP confirmed that the word decrease in payments would also need to be struck
out.

•

BJP voiced concerns regarding clause 8. If landowners signed HoTs they would
be expected to agree not to object to the application. If apparatus was increased
on the land of BJP clients they would have no right to object to the increase in
apparatus and would leave themselves open to revisions, they could not
possibly object to. This was unacceptable to BJP clients. BJP confirmed this
clause would need to be struck out.

•

BJP confirmed the demise plan was not acceptable. In most cases this included
the farmhouse, farm buildings and all land – sometimes several hundred acres.
The line to be carved out and an appropriate working area and access ways
agreed. The existing plan was unacceptable for many reasons including no
identified access corridors.

•

BJP confirmed it was unacceptable to BJP that clients would have their land
interests frozen on their retained property without reference to a specified time
limit for the option and DOG. No time limits discussed but the documentation
had to be amended to reflect this. BJP was aware of one client who was actively
pursuing a planning consent for change of use on stone buildings which would
be precluded by signing the agreements WPD requested. The HoT had to be
suitably reworded by solicitors.

•

There was significant and serious disagreement in respect to point 13.

•

BK admitted the wording for clause 13 ‘could have been better’ and was
confusing but the way that BJP, landowners and the AM had read the meaning
of clause 13 was wrong. BK referred BJP to their duties to landowners based on
RICS Qualification and that all landowners should accept that the wording
meant as advised by BK and that IA claims would all be dealt with post
development.

•

BK suggested that BJP would need to be very careful in providing landowner
advise otherwise BJP landowner clients would lose their rights to the incentive

payments if they did not sign the HOTs and that some landowners had a lot to
lose. BJP gave him one example of a dairy farm client north of Carmarthen who
had no mortgage, wife in good employment who were very annoyed that
apparatus had been changed without consultation and that the original route was
acceptable but had been modified without landowner engagement or consent.
Money was not the objective to the landowner who was upset in respect to the
poor engagement by Freedom/WPD and felt very let down by the process
which he had fully engaged in only to learn of pole changes at the last minute.
•

BJP stated that the land owners document was worded for landowners to
consider and that the document had been manipulated and changed and certain
phrases within the injurious affection clauses removed in the HoT without
landowners being informed.

•

Both parties reread the document several times and it was quite clear there was
a significant difference of opinion between BK and BJP

•

BJP again advised BK that the Local AM had also read the document. BK
suggested that as the gentleman was not qualified and that he had no right to
provide information or comment concerning the HoTs and was plainly wrong
as were all landowners and BJP.

•

I again reiterated that the landowners pack was a document which had been
addressed to the landowner and had to be constructed with plain simple English
in mind.

•

BK admitted that there was confusion in the wording of the document and that
he would take this back to his client.

•

In respect to point 13 BJP/BK spent nearly an hour discussing this point. BK
eventually got extremely heated and agitated and began to roar that BJP were
not listening to the rational of BK.

•

BJP were somewhat offended by these statements and asked BK to calm down
and not raise their voice in a meeting which was being held between the parties
on a without prejudice basis. BK noted my comments and the meeting
continued.

•

The meeting ended and both parties were reminded that the conversation was
without prejudice and that BJP would respond to BK before the 17th December
pointing out landowner concerns and hope that a joint statement could be
submitted to the inspector confirming points of agreement/disagreement.

BKs open letter of the 8th December now make this difficult as the trust between two
experienced and qualified land agents has been marginalized by disclosing information and
misquoting one of the parties.

Conclusions Post Open Letter Received From Bruton Knowles:
•

BK have ‘jumped the gun’ so to speak as it was confirmed that a joint statement
would be prepared for the inspector confirming the points on which the agents
agreed/disagreed. I informed BK that we could do this over the phone and agree the
joint statement between us by email. [I had assumed that this would be done
initially on a WP basis, then agreed by the parties and sent as an open letter
confirming points both parties agreed/disagreed upon].

•

BK have disclosed information discussed on a ‘without prejudice’ basis without
BJP consent.

•

BK have disclosed sensitive information in their letter of the 8th December 2015
which prejudices land owner interests.

•

Disclosure of the meeting discussions was not agreed to or acceptable to BJP
without further instruction from BJP clients or consent from BJP.

•

BJP have been misquoted by BK on several important matters in particular
comments referring to 11Kv apparatus and BJP views on IA and tenants’ rights.

•

BK have in their letter concentrated on certain aspects of the meeting but have
failed to disclose everything that was discussed at the meeting. BJP have corrected
this today.

•

BJP have had no alternative but to disclose the complete contents of the meeting
which had been agreed was held WP.

•

BK have disclosed without prejudiced information from the joint meeting between
BK and BJP which may affect client’s rights including their human rights.

•

The misquotes provide BJP to with no alternative but to provide to all the parties
including the inspector and local AM/MPs with the correct, open and transparent
contents of the meeting which took place on a without prejudiced basis at BJP
Offices 104 Lammas Street Carmarthen.

•

This letter will be addressed to the Inspector for the Inspector to make his own
opinion.

This letter is now disclosed as ‘open correspondence’ following your decision to disregard
without prejudiced protocol and disclosing misleading and inaccurate information and
misquoting my comments. This is not acceptable and has prejudiced my client’s rights.
You may wish to comment on all the points made above but this e mail will be disclosed
to all parties based on my contemporaneous notes and the attached e mail will also be
disclosed to the inspector.
Yours Sincerely
IAR Jones

BSc MRICS FAAV

